DEFINING SPACES
FOR THE FUTURE
OFFICE ENVIRONMENT

THE NEW OFFICE
Waiting for life to return to pre-pandemic normal? Normal is a long way off, and as
your employees return to work you may be looking for solutions to protect your
customers and staff.
Working from home is not for everyone or every organization. That is why many
organizations and companies are looking to rebuild and redefine their space.
As we watch the reversal of open-office trends play out, you may be looking for
furniture solutions that will allow co-workers to socialize while maintaining suitable
separations to help curb the spread of germs and viruses. This could mean the
introduction of various types of barriers between desks and spaces that still promote
thought, inspiration and collaboration between co-workers.
Egan Visual offers innovative office solutions that can help separate employees in a
collaborative and innovative workspace. From Mobiles to Table Screens, Egan offers
everything you need to optimize workflow, even as you divide and define your space
to protect your people against COVID 19.

INSTANT SHIP
Need products, fast, to rebuild your office space, so your employees can get
back to work safely? Egan offers a 15-day TableScreen Instant Ship program.
Helping you implement safe workplace solutions quickly and confidently.

BOXCORE 29
TABLESCREEN
More Information

Egan also offers standard EVS and glass boards to ship in 2 business days
through our Instant Ship program. In quantities of up to six, order Aluminum
Frame Markerboard, Dimension Stele, and GlassWrite MAG for a quick
turnaround.
You ask, we deliver..
More information at Egan Instant Ship

LAMINATE
TABLESCREEN
More Information

TABLESCREENS
Redefine professional environments and customize space with Egan
TableScreens.
With a commitment to quality, craftsmanship, and innovation, Egan offers a
range of standard and custom table dividers that create functional space
division without compromising design or collaboration.
Egan TableScreens come in a variety of frame designs, infill options, and
mounting configurations. Our screens are available in an array of standard and
custom heights, lengths, and colors. Thus, you can create a beautiful and
appealing space where collaboration and innovation take precedence, and at
the same time protect your people from the Covid-19 virus.
More information at Egan TableScreens

GLASS TABLESCREENS
Our Glass TableScreens feature low-iron tempered safety glass for high
optical clarity of surface and edges. All Glass products feature a pristine
surface and are guaranteed-to-clean. Also, our glass infills are specified in a
variety of heights and widths. As a result, you can customize your glass
TableScreen using EganINK for bespoke graphics, branding, organizational
charts, imagery, and more.
GlassWrite TableScreen: Frameless glass infills in clear or frosted glass and
polished edges give GlassWrite TableScreens a modern look.
GlassWrite Boxcore TableScreen: A clean, dry-erase glass framed with clear
anodized aluminum (1 1/8" frame). Available in white and other beautiful colors
from Egan Infinite Palette.
GlassWrite Lumens TableScreen: Base lit with high efficiency LED lighting for
a stunning optical effect. Lighting gives the TableScreen a subtle outline of
low-intensity light to separate each work surface.

MOBILE
Looking for a temporary solution to break up space? Egan free-standing
Mobiles can be easily rolled between tight spaces to create separation and
barriers between desks. Egan offers a wide range of standard and custom
mobiles to create functional space division without compromising design or
collaboration.
Egan Mobiles have a variety of frame designs and infill options, and they are
available in an array of standard and custom heights, lengths, and colors.
More information at Egan Mobiles

LINKING MOBILES
Linking Egan Mobiles is a great way to create temporary walls and desk
division to separate employees. Creating a safe environment where
employees can collaborate effectively . Our premium quality Dimension and
V-Series Mobiles can be used independently or linked together to divide
open office space.

STANDING RIGGING
Spark ideas through creative space division using the Egan Standing Rigging.
This is a professional-grade, productivity-starting wall canvas designed to
bolster employees’ thoughts and ideation; while dividing space.
An architectural-grade installation, Standing Rigging is constructed with Egan
Boxcore 29 presentation boards mounted to high tension cables.
You can specify Standing Rigging with either EVS, GlassWrite, EcoTack, or
tackable fabric infills.
More information at Egan Standing Rigging

WALL SOLUTIONS
Most painted hallways hold germs on their surfaces, which makes them
difficult, if not impossible, to clean. Egan, on the other hand, offers highly
cleanable full-wall solutions with GlassWrite or Dimension LINXX.
With our easy-to-clean EVS and glass surface, you can ensure fewer germs in
your space, even as you create interesting and purposeful wall space.
More information at Egan Glasswrite & Egan Dimension Stele Linxx

CLEANING STORY
Egan has highly cleanable and writable surfaces, which are available in EVS and
Glass. In your search for new standards of clean, these Egan surfaces can be your
first line of defense against the Covid-19 virus. They are simple to sanitize and built
to last. Due to the core construction of EVS and Egan glass, our surfaces can be
cleaned with harsh chemicals without damaging the product.

Built to handle the toughest environments:
•
Never ghosts
•
Removes sharpie
•
Professional grade performance

G UA R A N T E E D TO - C L E A N

Regular cleaning with a CDC recommended cleaner and an EganCloth will remove
over 99% of germs. The CDC recommends using 70% isopropyl alcohol for
cleaning. For more information on how to clean and disinfect your surfaces, visit
the CDC webpage on “Cleaning and Disinfecting your Facility”
MATTE FINISH

EVS’ smooth matte surface is easy on the eyes:
•
Reduces glare from ambient light
•
Ideal for projection
•
160o viewing angle

DESIGN
FLEXIBILITY

•
•
•

Wide array of formats and irregular shapes
Large, seemless expanse up to 400ft
Lightweight boards

EGAN IS HERE TO HELP
At Egan, we understand that navigating your business through this
crisis can be trying. That is why we are here; to provide premium
furniture solutions that'll help protect you and your people against the
spread of the Covid-19 virus.
If you want to get in touch with us for inquires about any of our
products or any reason at all, we’d love to hear from you. You can find
us at;
Email: sales@egan.com
Rep Locator: www.egan.com/rep-locator/

